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Orb + Orb single

Orb single polished chrome

LED G9

MB

Damp rated
3W max

Orb Polished chrome

PCh

Dimmable

Primarily designed to be positioned 
alongside a bathroom mirror, the Orb is an 
illuminated magnifying mirror unlike any 
other, providing useful task lighting with an 
appreciable sense of design.

The Orb Single offers the same great 
design, a perfect partner for the Orb, or a 
standalone piece that will look striking on 
any wall.



io pendant

MB PCh

Integral LED

Dry rated
19.2W

80 CRI
3000K

Dimmable

io Pendant takes a circular 2D design and 
extrudes the glass downwards to create 
a perfectly ribbed cylindrical form. The 
luminaire’s components are discreetly hidden, 
making the glass the true hero of the product, 
allowing the light to subtly reflect and refract.  

The io Pendant has been handcrafted to the 
highest quality, with no detail spared. The 
delicacy of the glass will add a real sense of 
luxury to any interior space.

2328 LM



Halftone 400 + 600

MW

Integral LED

Dry rated
8.7W + 14.4W

80 CRI
2700K

The Halftone's subtle, etched pattern begins 
from the edge of the disc and increases with 
intensity, creating a vivid ring of light. 

The transparency of the acrylic allows the 
wall to still be visible, both when the light is 
switched on and off. Designed in two sizes and 
depths, Halftone can be layered to produce 
more intense and striking illumination, that will 
add interest to the surrounding architecture.

Dimmable
161 LM + 247 LM



Bathroom



Tacoma

LED G9

MB

Damp rated
3W max

PCh AB

Tacoma shade options

Dimmable

Taking influence from gothic-style architecture, 
Tacoma marries ribbed glass globes and a 
statuesque metal stem, delivering a dramatic 
wash of light within both contemporary and 
traditional settings.

Tacoma twin
polished chrome + 
glass shade in smoke

Tacoma single
matt black + glass 
shade in white opal

Tacoma single grande
antique brass + glass 
shade in white opal



Mascali

Polished chrome

MB PCh

Mascali square 
special order only

Integral LED

Damp rated
7.8W

90 CRI
3000K

173 LM

Simple and clean, with a crisp halo of warm 
white light, Mascali provides 5x magnification 
and true to colour illumination, making it the 
perfect companion when shaving, or applying 
make up. A stylish matt black finish delivers a 
modern aesthetic to this circular luminaire. 



Interior



Enna surface USB

Matt whiteMatt nickel

Integral LED

MB MW

Dry rated
4.1W

90 CRI
149 LM

Matt gold

MN MG

2700K

Enna collection

A simple design with added USB capability, 
this sleek luminaire offers directional illumination 
while making a distinct contribution to any 
interior setting.



Edge reader mini

Bronze

Integral LED

Dry rated
8.5W + 3.2W

80 + 90 CRI
2700K

78 + 126 LM
MN Br

MW MB

Edge reader

A fresh take on an original design, this neat 
and flexible bedside reader achieves perfect 
glare-free illumination in new metallic finishes.



Digit LED

Integral LED

Dry rated
3W

80 CRI
2700K

114 LM
MB

Br MG

MN PCh

An uncomplicated and discreet matt black 
reader with a sleek and slender profile. 
Precisely delivering light, place either side of 
a bed for essential task lighting with subtle 
contemporary flair.



Mitsu collection
Mitsu table + Mitsu floor

Mitsu wall Mitsu swing arm Additional shade options

Designed with the hotel guest in mind. 
Featuring an interchangeable hand-stitched 
fabric shade, ambient and directional 
illumination combine to create a functional 
light with modern flair.

MN Br

LED E26

Dry rated
12W max



Miura collection

Miura wall

Miura desk

Miura swing arm Cone 105

Petite in size but bold in design. A combination 
of modern finishes, sleek metal shades and 
added USB functionality helps to reinvigorate 
a classic table lamp aesthetic, perfect for a 
more contemporary setting.

Integrated LED

Dry rated
7.7W

MN MB MG

80 CRI
306 LM

2700K



Cord set options

Leo switched LED IIRavello LED reader Atelier Wall Ascoli swing

Fuse 3 USB

The following products have all been designed to 
be supplied complete with a cordset for headboard 
mounting.  These are available to special order only 
subject to an MOQ of 100pcs.
 
Each product is being UL tested and listed to offer 
complete customer confidence in the technical 
quality of the design.

Digit LED II
Leo Switched LED II

Micro Recess Switched II

Tosca LED II

Enna Square Switched LED II

Ascoli Swing

Atelier Grande Wall

Joel Wall Grande

Atelier Wall

Azumi Reader LED

Enna Surface Round LED

Joel Wall

Ravello LED Reader

Enna Wall LED

Ascoli Single Switched

Fuse 3 + Fuse 3 USB
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